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It is the policy of the Department of Defense to 
promote and to provide a well-rounded morale, welfare and 
recreation program to insure the mental and phys i cal well-
being of its personnel. Adequate free-time facilities 
should be provided, operated , and maintained through 
financial support tendered by the Federal Government. 
Nonappropriated funds will be used to supplement the cost 
of programs using these facilities. 
u. S . Department of Defense Directive 1330.2 
January 19, 1953 
• 
PREP ACE 
Recreation in today's United States Navy is a big 
business. Big business everywhere has problems in manage-
ment. The Navy Recreation Program is no exception. 
This paper analyzes one se~nent of the management 
problem that exists in the Navy's recreation program--
financial mana ement. The origin of the ~Javy recreation 
funds has been briefly reviewed in order to better understand 
the current financial management procedures. The effects 
of the current procedures have been analyzed and a recom-
mendation for improved financial control has been offered. 
The opinions, conclusions, and recommendations con-
tained in this paper do not necessarily represent the opinions 
or attitudes of anyone officially assigned responsibility for 
the management of Navy recreation funds. 
The author is indebted to the personnel of the Non~ 
appropriated Fund Branch of the Special Services Division 
of the Bureau of Naval Personnel for their cooperation and 
assistance in performing research for this paper. Special 
acknowledgement is made to the head of this office, Mr . G. 
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Recreation funds in the Navy have experienced such 
a tremendous growth in size and application since their 
officially acknowledged importance in the early 1940's, that 
a current evaluation of existing management procedures is 
considered to be in order. The primary question considered 
in this evaluation is, 11 Will centralized management of Navy 
recreation funds result in more effective utilization of the 
total recreation funds available in the Navy? " 
The following subsidiary questions are included in 
this management evaluation because of their bearing on the 
primary question: 
1. What are the disadvantages of the current 
system of decentralized management of Navy recreation funds? 
2. m1at are the advantages of centralization of the 
accounting function? 
3 . Can a centralized budgeting and fund allocation 





Scope of Res~ch 
Research f or this pa er consisted of a review of Navy 
files and directives, tracing t he history and development of 
Navy recreation funds from their origin to the present • 
Current methods of fund management and utilization were 
analyzed from available records and reports. Changes in 
management procedur es currently bei ng i mplemented or studied 
were also reviewed. i nally, ad itional changes which would 
increase centralized control \-Tere analyzed for possible 
application a nd i.plementation. 
Researc h was l imited to the management o f Navy 
recreation funds at shore stations. Recr eation programs 
ma intained aboar d ships do not vary a g r eat deal from one 
ship to anot e r, and are gr eat ly limited because of 
environmenta l conditions which do not affect shore station 
programs. In addit ion, the absence of civilian per sonnel 
aboard ship · furth:;.r standarcJizcs t he manaqement of shipboard 
recreation funds . 
Methodology 
1ost of. the information used in t is paper was 
obtained from the following sources : 
l. esear ch. of files, records, and directives at the 
ureau of Naval Personnel, t he Navy Ship 's Store Office 
Washington epresentat.i.ve' s ffice, and the Office of the 
.. 
3 
Comptroller of the Navy. 
2. Interviews with top management and staff personnel 
at t he Bureau of Naval Personnel, the Office of the 
Comptroller of the Navy and the Navy Supply Systems Command. 
3. Financial reports on file at the Bureau of Naval 
ersonnel. Se l ected cate ories of ex~enditures incurred 
during t e Fiscal Year whi ch ended June lS., 1967 "'ere 
nalyzed for forty-five stations selected at random from a 
total of 220 stations. T e sample station~ w.re c tegorized 
as smal l , medinm, or la 9e based upon their total amount of 
ex enditures. 
4. uestionnaires mailed t o seventy stations 
selected at r andom from t he 220 station~. Fort -five 
co~nleted . uestionnaires returned rovidod data for anal ysis 
of the manaqement of N .vy r ecreation funds at t e station 




BACKGROUND OF NAVY RECREATION FUNDS 
Definition 
Navy recreation funds are nonappropriated funds used 
to supplement Federal Government appropriations authorized 
for the maintenance of a morale , welfare, and recreation 
program for naval personnel. 
The naval station department responsible for the 
recreation program is generally called the Special Services 
Department, and is administered by a Special Services 
Officer. Accordingly, recreation funds are often referred 
to as "Special Services Funds • ., The t\'10 terms are synonomous 
and are used interchangeably. 
Q_rigin 
The origin of Navy recreation funds can be traced to 
the inception of the retail sales and services organizations 
in the Navy . These are known today as the Ship's Store and 
the Navy Exchange systems . The Shi p ' s Store syst em evolved 
from a variety of canteen service operations initiated in 
the early days of the United States Navy (around 1800 ) as a 
result of a dissatisfaction wi th the operation of "bumboat" 
4 
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privateers . "Bumboaters" were peddlers who operated out of 
small boats and sold toiletries, candy and a variety of 
other i terns to shipboard personnel. Knowing that the 
merchandise they sold was not otherwise available to the 
sailors while aboard ship, the "burnboaters' c arged 
exorbitant prices for products that were frequently of 
inferior quality. 
The undesirable 11 bumboat" operation was eliminated 
by the establishment of ships' stores. T1e early ships' 
stores were in the form of canteen operation • Vhile some 
of the earliest canteens were operated by naval personnel for 
private gain, the profit from t e majority was accumulated 
in a fund utilized for the recreation of "all hands" on an 
equitable basis. 
The popularity and success of the ships' canteens led 
to their official establishment as Navy shios' stores. 
Congressional approval for s ips' stores was first contained 
1 in the Naval Appropriations Act of ~!arch 3, 1 902 . This 
congressional authorization was subsequently re-enacted in 
the United States Code Annotated, Title 34, Navy , article 
533, and has since been codified in Title 10 of t he United 
States Code . 2 Section 7604 of this Code provides that "a 
1
oata obtained from the historical files of the Navy 
Ship's Store Office Representative , Washington , D. c. 
2
united States Code Annotated, Title 10, Public Law 




profit of not more than 15 percent may be c h arged on sales 
from ship's stores ... These regulations further prescribed 
that t he profit shall be used equitably for the welfare of 
officers and enlisted members of the naval service on 
vessels of the Navy and at naval activities outside of the 
United States. At other naval activities, the profits shall 
be used for the amusement, comfort, and contentment of 
1 
enlisted members only. 
During the years preceding 1942, each s h ip was 
permitted to retain the total ship's store profits for its 
exclusive use. In the early part of World War II a need 
arose for a central fund to be used for settlement of 
outstanding debts owed by ships which were lost as a result 
of the war operations. Such a fund was e s tablished offi-
cially on August 3, 1942 based upon t he authorization 
contained in the Navy directive, ALNAV 133- 42. This 
directive named the Bureau of Naval Personnel as the 
cognizant bureau for disposing of outstanding accounts and 
residual funds of vessels lost at sea and "such other matters 
as were appropriate." 
In order to establish such a fund, t he Chief of 
Naval Personnel initiated a financial assessment program. 
Each ship which operated a ship's store was required to 
transmit one percent of the ship's store gross sales to the 
7 
Chief of Naval Personnel for maintenance of the central fund. 
As the demand for settlement of outstanding accounts 
decreased, the resources of the central fund were applied to 
other areas, such as assistance in the establishment of 
recreation funds for new ships and stations, grants and 
loans for major recreation projects, and payment for motion 
picture films made available to all ships and overseas 
stations. 
During Fiscal Year 1967, the Central Recreation Fund 
received $8.0 million income and expended $6.2 million, 
resulting in a $1.8 million net increase in the fund. The 
major expenditures were $4.1 million for motion picture 
service, $1.1 million in grants for special projects, and 
$.7 million for insurance covering all recreation fund 
activities. At the end of Fiscal Year 1967 there were 137 
loans outstanding to 130 different stations. The total value 
of these outstanding loans was $4.6 million. 
The popularity of the ship's store operation and its 
financial contribution to a ship's recreation program led to 
the establishment of similar retail operations at shore 
stations. These stores, which originally were called "Ship's 
Stores Ashore,u are known today as Navy Exchanges and operate 
under the Congressional Armed Forces Exchange Regulations. 
The growth in total combined sales from less than $5 million 
in 1941 to more than $500 million in 1967 is indicative of 
the opularity and success of the retail sales organization. 
8 
The growth in size and importance of the retail store 
operations led to the establishment in 1946 of a central 
management activity, the Navy Ship's Store Office, operated 
as a field activi ty of the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts 
(now the Navy Supply Systems Command). The Navy Ship's Store 
Office (singular possessive ·"ship's" is the form used in the 
official title ) prescribed the operating procedures for the 
retail stores but did not exert any control over management 
of the recreation funds which resulted from profits from t1e 
operation of the stores. Recreation funds at each ship and 
station continued to be controlled by the commanding officer 
of that ship or station under broad policy guidance issued 
by the Chief of Naval Personnel. 
Responsibilities 
The Chief of Naval Personnel 
The Chief of Naval Personnel is charged by Navy 
Regulations with the responsibility for the overall admin-
istration of the Navy's recreation program. The regul ations 
state in part, "Recreation funds and property P.Cquired 
through expenditure from recreation funds shall be admin-
istered as prescribed by the Chief of Naval Personnel • .,! 
The Chief of Naval Personnel has delegated to the 
Assistant Chief of Naval Personnel for Morale Services the 
1u. s . Department of the 
Rcaulations (Washington, D. c . : 
19 8} , Article 1975. 
Navy, United States Nair 
Government Printing Of~ce, 
·e . 
9 
responsibility for the formulation of policy directed toward 
the maintenance of high levels of morale of naval personnel, 
and the administration of central nonappropriated funds 
available for their welfare and r ecreation , and for welfare 
and recreational activities of t he :Navy. 1 
The Station Comm.andinq Officer 
rhe administration of a naval station's recreation 
fund is the direct responsibility of the commanding officer of 
t he station . This basic assignment of responsibility is in 
keeping with the general au·tocracy afforded commanding o.ffi-
cers by Navy Regulations, which state, "The responsibility of 
t he cmmnanding off icer for h i s command is absolute, except when, 
and to t he extent relieved therefrom by competent authority, 
or as provided othendse in these regulations." 2 Navy Regulations 
go on to state, "The commanding officer shall use all proper 
means to promote the morale , and to preserve the moral and 
spiritual well-being of the personnel under his oommand . " 3 
The Commanding Officer, Navy Ship's Store Office 
The Commanding Officer of the Navy Ship's Store 
Office is responsible for t he administration of t he Navy 
Exchange resale system. In this capacity he also exercises 
1o. S. Department of the Navy, Bureau of Naval Per-
sonnel Manual, NAVPERS 15791A ( Washingt_o_n-,~D~.-c~. -:~~G~o-v~e-r-n~m~ent 
Printing OffTce, 1959), Article .A-113 4 . 
2
united States Na'!:Y.: Re9:~lations, Article 0709. 
10 
administrative control of a central reserve fund called an 
Improvement Fund, which is used for financial assistance to 
stations for improvements to Navy Exchange facilities. The 
financial assistance is in the form of loans which must be 
repaid from the station's Navy Exchange profits. 
The Commanding Officer of the Navy Ship's Store 
Office also administers the expenditure of profits generated 
by Enlisted Men's lubs whic1 are operated within the lavy 
Exc han e system. 
!\pplication 
The Department of Defense directive governing the 
morale, welfare, and recreation program provides for the use 
of nonappropriated funds (Navy recreation funds) to supplement 
appropriated funds in support of the recreation program. 1 
Specific responsibilities of these two classes of funds are 
not contained in the Department of Defense directive. 
The Department of t he Navy has implicitly reported 
the financial responsibilities of the Navy recreation funds 
by delineation of the authorized uses of appropriated funds . 2 
The authorized uses of appropriated funds in the recreation 
1u. s. Department of Defense , Department of Defense 
Directive 133Q . 2 . Subject: Funding of Morale , t~elfare, and 
Rccreat~on Fac1lities, January 19, 1953. 
t'ianual 
1952}, 
2u. s. Departhent of the Navy, Navy Comptroller 




pro ra are reoorted below becatsc of t _e ir ap lication to 
this study af the management of the Navy r e creat ion funds : 
1. Original co struction of facilities and 
equipment built into a facility or permanently 
install d. 
2 . Convers ion or alter a tion to ex and o r 
reduce t e facilities to meet t he needs of the 
Government. 
3. Construction and maintenance of roadt-1ays, 
sidewalks , parking areas , prote ctive fences, and 
r ailinas. 
4. ~orm 1 station mai nt en c e 
including snow removal. 
rounds, 
5. Original outfitting and replacement of 
of ice labor-saving dev ices and of fur niture, 
furnishings, and equipment (exce t table linen, 
d ish s, g l ssware, silver, and coo~inq utensi l s ) 
that normallv would be supplied for general messes. 
6. Common services, such as fire and security 
protection , pest control, tras. and arbage 
r rooval, sewaqe disposal, and medical inspection. 
7. Audit performed by military or civil ser-
vice e sonnel. 
8. eparbnent of the avy pr escribed forms 
carried in the Navy Supply System • 
9. Use of off- station f acilities (obtained by 
l e , or other means) whether occu i ed partly or 
entirely by morale activities . 
10. 1aintenance, re air, and replacement of 
he t i ng, electric 1, lumbing, and sc"";aqe syst ems , 
and oth r items conforming to the definitions of 
c la s 2 ~ropert [ buildings]. 
11. 1 i ntenance of ext rior and int r ior of 
buildings in accordance with regularly scheduled 
m intenanc e work. 
12. Utilities (heat, steam, water, ice, 
electric t, refri<er tion, gas, compr essed air, 
12 
air conditioning, and telephone service} for 
activities, other than concessionaire operated 
civilian resale activitiesi located in Alaska and 
outside the United States. 
The Navy regulation provides that Navy recreation 
·und shall be charged for all costs of work or services 
furnished to the individual morale activit. except to the 
extent that appropriated funds are authorized to provide 
assistance. 2 
The use of appropriated funds is limited to those 
uses specifically auttorized by the Co ptroller of the Navy, 
and in an amount determined appropriate y the conwanding 
officer of the military in tallation. Similar limitations 
are not provided for t 0 u~e of nonappro riated funds. In 
fact, the ~a~~ Comptroller regulation reports : 
When nonappropriate funds of a morale activity 
are used to finance \vork or services which other-
wise, in accordance with existing regulations, 
could have been financed from appropriated funds, 
the nonappropriated fund account will not be 
reimbursed from approprialed funds for the cost 
o.f such work or services. 
Limitations on the use of recreation funds are 
contained in a Bureau of Naval Personnel r gulation. The 
followinq restrictions are included: 








funds except in emergencies or in outstandingly deserving 
cases when all other possibilities of financing have been 
exhausted, and it has been e .stablished that appropriated funds 
cannot be made ·available within a reasonable length of time. 
2. Construction of new facilities or structural 
alterations to existing facilities where the total cost 
1 
exceeds $10,000. 
The significance of these limitations and authorized 
uses of appropriated and nonappropriated funds in the 
management of the Navy recreation funds will be emphasized 
in the expenditure analysis section of Chapter III of this 
paper. 
The specific programs or activities to be included 
in a facility's recreation program are not prescribed by the 
Chief of Naval Personnel, or any higher authority. The 
governing Navy directive prescribes the following: 
Recreation funds may be expended for any purpose 
which the commanding officer deems necessary and 
proper in the maintenance of an adequate and 
well-rounded morale and recreation program for 
all authorized pe.rsonnel on an equitable basis. 
Due to the many variables in the ~rograms, no 
specific guidelines are provided. 
The following programs and activities are indicative 
1u. s . Department of the Navy, Bureau of Naval Per-
sonnel, SEecial Services Manual NAVPERS 15869A (Washington, 




of the current application of Navy recreation funds: 
1. Motion Pictures 





7. Fishing and hunting 
8. Camping 
9. Boating 
10. Horseback riding 
11. Hobby crafts of all types 
12. Rifle and pistol firing 
13. Picnic areas 
14. Bathing beaches 
15. Theatrical and drama 
16. Dances, parties, and entertainment 
17. Libraries 
18. Station newspapers 
CHAPTER III 
THE CURRENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
DECENTRALIZED CONTROL 
Background 
The current management system for Navy recreation 
funds is a direct reflection of the history and growth of 
the funds. The nearly absolute control of recreation funds 
by the commanding officer of each station is an outgrowth of 
the origin of t he fund, namely, the ship's canteen, which 
evolved into the current ship's store and t he ship's store 
ashore, which has evolved into the current Navy Exchange 
resale roqram. 
The assignment of overall responsibility for the 
operation of ships' stores to a Navy Department bureau chie f 
was t he result of t he official naval status inferred from the 
operation of resale activities at naval facilities. The 
Chief of Naval Personnel was selected as the cognizant bureau 
chief because of t he a s sociation of the resale activities 
and t he use of the generated profits with the welfare and 
morale of naval personnel. 
The Central Recreation Fund established under the 
cognizance o f the Chief of Naval Personnel for settlement of 
15 
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outstanding ship's store accounts of ships lost at sea, has 
evolved into a special project loan and grant fund because 
of the very limited need currently for its original purpose. 
The extension of the ship's store program to every 
major ship and station of the Navy, and the expansion of 
goods and services offered created the need for a central 
management organization for proper control. The requirement 
for nonappropriated funds to support the administrative costs 
of this central manage~ent agency, the Navy Ship's Store 
Office, has resulted in the imposition of another assessment 
on store sales, which in turn has resulted in another fund, 
the Improvement Fund, which affects the Navy recreation pro-
gram. 
The author has little doubt that each of these com-
mands and the funds they control provide a vital contribution 
to the Navy recreation program. However, based upon a review 
of correspondence on file at the Special Services Division 
and the connnents contained in the returned questionnaires, 
the author has concluded that the current financial manage-
ment system may not be providing the most effective utiliza-
tion of the total recreation funds available in the Navy. 
Administration 
The current management system for Navy recreation 
funds is essentially a decentralized system in which the com-
manding officer of each naval station receives an income to 
17 
the station recreation fund based upon the amount of profit 
generated by the Navy Exchange retail system at his station. 
Broad policy guidance is issued by the Chief of Naval 
Personnel through the Assistant Chief of Naval Personnel for 
Morale Services. The latter's reponsibili ties are exercised 
through a Special Services Division. Its functions, as set 
forth by the Bureau of Naval Personnel Manual, are to fonnu-
late and promulgate policies for programs designed to increase 
and sustain hiqh levels of morale and efficiency for naval 
personnel throughout the naval establis~~ent. 1 The current 
bureau organization and t he staffing of the Nonappropriated 
Fund Branch of the Special Services Division is detailed in 
Figure 1. 
The administration of the individual sta~ion recrea-
tion fund is the direct responsibility of t he commanding offi-
cer of each station. He is charged with t he responsibility 
to insure that the funds are properly received and expended. 
To assist him in the proper administration of the recreation 
fund, each commanding officer has been directed to appoint a 
commissioned officer to act as Special Services Officer. 2 
The duties of the Special Services Officer include 
the general planning, budgeting, and coordinating of the 
operation of a comprehensive recreation program. The number 
of assistants assigned and other administrative personnel 
employed varies at different stations in proportion to the 
1 Bureau of Naval Personnel Manual, Article 1134. 
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AND MESS ASSISTANT 
Fig. 1.--Special Services Division, Bureau of Naval Personnel, Organizational 
Structure . 
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size and scope of the recreation program. The Special 
Services Officer is a vital link in the recreation program 
management chain. His interest and ability in administration 
of the recreation program are a major influence on the 
success of the program. 
The Navy does not have a separately identifiable 
group of officers specialized in recreation program 
administration. Consequently, the assignment of an officer 
to administer the Special Services Department is a "hit or 
miss' proposition at some stations. Sometimes an officer is 
selected because he is "available. u At some stations the 
most junior, or the most inexperienced officer is assigned 
because all the more senior officers are required for 
ooerational billets. The normal rotation of officers creates 
additional problems in the assignment of Special Services 
officers. 
Recognizing these possible problem ·areas, the 
commanding officers of many stations are turning to civilian 
leadership of their recreation program. The regulations 
permit qualified civilians to be appointed as Special 
Services officers when approved by the Chief of Naval 
Personne1. 1 The primary advantage in the assignment of a 
civilian to administer the recreation program is continuity 
of leadership. At some stations a civilian is assigned as 
20 
the Assistant Special Services Officer, maintaining military 
leadership in the top position. 
The summary of Special Services Officer assignments 
contained in Table 1 provides an insight to the leadership 
philosophy which prevails at some stations. The lack of 
civilian personnel at the small stations indicates that 
availability of funds {either appropriated or nonappropriated) 
may also be a major factor in deciding bet\.~7een an officer or 
a civilian for assignment as Special Services Officer. 
The Commanding Officer of the Navy Ship's Store 
Office administers the expenditure of t hat portion of the 
Navy xchange System profits generated from the operation of 
Enlisted Men's Clubs. These funds are reserved for use by 
the generating activity for refurbishing of the club 
facilities and for providing professional entertainment in 
t e form of dance bands, vocal groups, comedy acts, and 
various other shows. The Commanding Officer of the Navy 
Ship's Store Office also administers control of an Improve-
ment Fund which results from an excess of 'lavy Exchange sales 
assessments over the cost of the Na\~ S ip's Store Office 
admini.stration. This fund is used to provide loans to 
stations for development of the station's Navt Exchange 
physical faci.lities. 
The Bureau of Naval Personnel Central Recreation Fund 
is administered by a board of not less than five commissioned 
"' 
l e e e 
TABLE 1 
SUMMARY OF SPECIAL SERVICES OFFICER ASSIGNMENTS 
-
Total Special Total Special Total 1 
Special 
·Activity Receiptsl Services Activity Receipts! Services Activity Services Officer Officer Receipts Officer 
AA- 1 $957 GS - 14 BB - 1 $388 CDR. cc - 1 $66 ENS. 
AA- 2 892 LT. BB - 2 292 LT. cc - 2 62 LCDR. 
AA- 3 871 LCDR. BB - 3 291 GS - 10 cc - 3 60 LT. 
,, 
AA- 4 863 GS - 12 BB - 4 281 GS- 12 cc - 4 53 ENS. 
AA- 5 634 GS - 11 BB - 5 251 LT. cc - 5 46 LT. 
AA- 6 591 GS- 13 BB - 6 245 LCDR. cc - 6 42 LCDR. 
N 
AA - 7 527 ENS. BB - 7 239 GS - 9 cc - 7 42 LT. ~ 
AA- 8 513 CWO BB - 8 234 LT. cc - 8 39 LTJG 
AA- 9 484 CIVILIAN2 BB - 9 214 GS- 11 cc - 9 33 LT. 
AA- 10 408 GS - 10 BB - 10 211 LT. cc- 10 29 LCDR. 
BB - 11 192 GS- 7 cc- 11 19 LT. 
BB - 12 180 GS - 12 cc- 12 . 18 LTJG 
BB - 13 174 LCDR. cc- 13 13 &~S. 
BB- 14 169 GS - 10 cc- 14 7 LTJG 
BB - 15 137 LCDR cc- 15 3 LCDR 
~otal annual receipts for Fisc~l Year 1967 ; includes Navy Exchange profits and income from 
Special Services activities. but excludes any loans or grants. All dollar amounts are reported in 
thousands. 
2 Absence of civil service grade indi.cates probable employment utilizing nonappropriated funds. 
• 
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officers appointed by the Chief of Naval Personnel . The 
chairman of this board is t he Assistant Chief of Naval 
Personnel for Morale Services.. The Board of Administrators 
meet at the direction of the chairman to determine action 
to be taken on requests for funds from station commanders . 
The board determines which requests are to be approved and 
whether a loan or a grant is to be effected . The latter 
determination is based primarily upon the size of the station 
·and its income-producing capacity. 
Sources 
The primary source of income for Navy recreation 
funds is profit generated by the Navy Exchange system . •rhe 
current decentralized system provides that each station 
receives its total profit after assessments levied by the 
Commanding Officer, Navy Ship's Store Office and by the 
Chief of aval Personnel • 
A secondary source of station recreation funds is 
income resulting from fees charged by some stations for use 
of some recreation facilities. In addition, income at some 
stations is realized from the sale of hobby craft materials. 
The primary source of income for the Central 
Recreation Fund maintained by the Chief of Naval Personnel is 
the assessment levied on Navy Exchange profits generated at 
each station. 
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The Navy Ship's Store Office Improvement Fund, as pre-
viously noted, receives its income from any excess from the 
assessment made on Navy Exchange sales over the cost of opera-
tion of the Navy Ship's Store Office . An indication of the 
magnitude of operation of the Improvement Fund can be obtained 
from the $6.5 million value of authorized loans outstanding as 
of May, 1967 . In addition to ti1is fund, the Navy Ship's Store 
Office controls all profits generated by Enlisted Men's Clubs 
A summary of t he distribution of the total avy 
Exchange profits for Fiscal Year 1967 is contained in Table 2. 
Controls 
Navy resale activities ashore were originally governed 
by legislation which prescribed a profit limitation of 15 per-
cent on sales. 1 This legislation is a carryover from the Act 
of June 24, 1910 which originally prescribed the profit limi-
tation. 2 \-Then the "ship's stores ashore•' were transformed to 
"Navy Exchanges, " they became subject to the Armed Forces Ex-
change Regulations which do not prescribe a limitation on 
profits . The existing legislation has been interpreted to 
apply only to ship's stores, which are now operated primarily 
aboard ships. 
Inasmuch as the primary purpose of the Navy resale 
p rogram is to provide material considered necessary for the 
health and comfort of Naval pe rsonnel at a reasonable cost, 
1 United States Code, Section 7604. 
2
oata obtained from the historical files of the Navy 




DISTRIBUTION OF NAVY EXCI~NGE PROFITS 
FISCAL YEAR 1967 
Amount1 % 
1. Gross Profit from Retail 
Operations2 
2. Assessment for Navy Ship's 
Store Central Office 
Administration3 
3. Net Profit from Navy Exchange 
Operations 
4. Deductions from Net rofit: 
a. Repayment of Loans from 
Navy Ship's Store 
Office $2,515 
b. Enlisted Men's Club 
Profits 4,320 
c. Assessment for Bureau 
of Naval Personnel 
Fund 5,411 
d. Deductions for Excess 
Inventory Losses 117 
Total Other 
Deductions 











4 . 7 
8.0 




2 Total sales of $544,456,717 less cost of sales and 
o peratinq expenses of $490,768,414. 
3
'1'he excess of this assessment over the total cost 
of the central office admi nistrati on represents income to 
the Na Sh ip's Store Office Improvement Fund. 
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the lm'lest price mark-up consistent with the total requirement 
for Navy recreation funds was established as a pricing objec-
tive. A Secretary of the Navy directive was issued in 1945 
directing that the Chief of Naval Personnel report to the 
Chief, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts (now the Commander, 
Naval Supply systems Command) "an estimate of the total amount 
of resale profits desired annually for t he welfare, amusement, 
comfort, and contentment of Navy personnel, together with a 
1 
statement of the contemplated use of such funds." This 
information was to be used by the Bureau of Supplies and 
Accounts (th rough the Navy Ship's Store Office) as a "guide 
in setting profit rates at proper levels." 2 
Based upon a review of Navy files and personal 
interviews with management personnel from t he Bureau of Naval 
Personnel ~1d the Navy Supply System~ Co~mand , t he author 
concludes that such a report of total fund r equirements has 
never been accomplished. Apparently, decentralized control 
has progressed to the stage where top management (the Bureau 
of Naval Personnel) is not aware of the total requirements 
for Navy recreation funds. 
Individual stations apparently have no limitation on the 
amount of profits \>Thich may be generated by their special services 
1
nata obtained from the historical files of the Navy 
Ship's Store Office Representative, Washington , D. c. 
• 
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income -producing rograms. The applicable directive states: 
R ceipts into t he Recreation und will normally 
consi t of the following: 
(a) Profits derived from the operation of the 
ship's store and Navy exchanges. 
(b ) Recei ts from the operation of theaters, 
golf courses, hobby shops, bowling alleys, 
and other activities operated by the 
Special Services. 
{c) Gifts and contributions for t he benefit 
of ersonnel attached to t he activity. 
(d ) Loans and grants from the Command Recrea-
tion Fund and/or the Bureau of Naval 
Personnel Central Recreation Fund.l 
Table 3 contains an anal sis of a station's recreation 
fund income as computed from data provided by the forty-five 
stations which returned completed questionnaires. The data 
shows the relative significance of the income generated by 
station-o erated recreation facilities for Fiscal Year 1967. 
Budgeting and Control 
Budgeting at the station level currently consists of 
a planned allocation of the total estimated income for a 
subsequent period. There are no standard minimum or maximum 
rograms rescribed for any station. Inasmuch as each 
station' income is derived from the Navy Exchange profits 
generated at each particular station plus any income 







4 Overall Mean 
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TABLE 3 
ANALYSIS OF ANNUAL INCO B OF 
STATION RECREATION FUNDSl 
Navy Total 
receipts3 Exchange % 
r ofit 
$674 $405 60 
201 116 58 
35 26 74 









11l-rithmetic mean of income of stations which 
responded to mailed questionnairesr all dollar amounts are 
reported in thousands. 
2 Activity size grouping based upon the following 




$400,000 - $1,000,000 
100,000 - 399,000 
1,000 - 99,000 
3Excludes any loans or grants. 
4 Overall mean based upon totals from ten large, 








generated by r ecreation activities operated at that station, 
budgeting of expenditures is based solely upon estimated 
income. Some stations may establish reserves for major 
projects, but generally each station' s goal is to expend t he 
total income in the current period. Contributing somewhat 
to t his "spend it all" policy may be a fear that t he C ief 
of Naval Personnel wi ll consider unexpended funds as excess 
to a station's needs and withdraw t hem for inclusion in the 
Central ecreation vund. 
The directive gove r ning the administration of 
r ecreation funds at s tations t<1hich operate with a manual 
accounting syste do s not defi nite! require t he preparation 
of a budget . This d i rective, \-Thich '\<ras applicable to all 
stations prior to 1 965, prescri e~ that "activities will 
pr epare a udgct, where practical, covering anticipated 
obligations on an accou. ting p riod basis." 1 
The accounting directive which a plies to all s tations 
operating under the centrali zed accounti ng system does require 
activities to prepare a budget covering nanticipated obliga-
tions. " 2 The budget prescribed is for loca l use only and 
still r ep:r.e ents a planned a.lloc tion of estimated income. 
l U. S . Department of the Navy, Office of t he Comptrol-
ler of t he Navy , Accounting Hand ook f or .~onappropriated 
Funds, NJ\VSO P-2409-(tiashlngton~~ D . c. :Government Printing 
olfice, 196~}, p . '1.- 7. · 
2u. s. Department of t he Navy , Office of t he Comptrol-
ler of t he Navy , Centralized Accounting _Handbook for Navy 
Recreation Funds, NAVSO P-2460 (Was hington, D. C.: Govern-
ment Printing 0ffic ~ .. June;-1966), p. 2-1. 
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Allocation of funds from the Central ecreation Fund 
is not ba ed upon any budget or programmed allocation. The 
Board of dministrators meets periodically to pass judgment on 
requests submitt d by various stations for financial assist-
ance for special rejects or for the initial establishment of 
a recreation fund at a new station. The total amount approved 
is a ed u on the balance in the Central ecreation Fund at 
the time o the mee tin . equests which are not approved for 
fundin at an meeting are returned to the applicable station 
for resubmission if desired. Disa proved requests are not 
carried forward to the next meeting of the board. 
The Commanding O-fficer of the Navy Ship's Store 
Office re uires each station which o erates an Enlisted en's 
Club to ubmit a 'Six ~onth Entertainment Forecast of the 
cost o club entertainment. The forecast of entertainment 
expense must be ased upon the estimated profit of the club, 
and must not be exceeded after it has been forwarded to the 
Na Shi 's Store Office and a proved by that office. 
Revisions to th foreca~t based u on anticipated changes in 
profits rna be ubmitted at an time for review and a proval. 
A range limit of 50 percent to 70 percent of t e p rofit is 
prescribed for entertainment ex ense in order to accumulate 
funds for refurbishment of the club facilities. 1 
1u. s . Department of the ~avy , NayY Ship's Sto~e 
Office Instruction 406.Ll8, Auqust 23, ~ . 965.. Snbj\?c.;.:.·: ·-
Operation of Navy Exchange Department K-5, Enlisted Men's 
Club. Enclosure (2), p. 1. 
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The Navy Ship's Store Office Improvement Fund is 
administered in a manner similar to that used for the Bureau 
of Naval Personnel Central Recreation Fund . ~ special 
committee composed of administrative personnel from the Navy 
Ship's Store Office meets periodically to review station 
requests and staff recommendations for improvements to 
station facilities. Loans are effected based upon the 
committee's recommendations. 
This committee (the Planned Improvement Committee) 
reviews improvement programs which are submitted by each 
station on a required annual basis as well as special project 
submissions. The improvement program submission is a form 
of budget which details improvements in physical plant and 
equipment desired for Navy Exchange facilities. The 
committee also approves expenditure of funds for procurement 
of equipment and fixtures for station improvement projects. 
Loans granted from the Navy Ship's Store Office 
Improvement Fund must be repaid from the station's Navy 
Exchange profits ~:ithin five years. eimbursement is not 
required for expenditures made for equipment and fixtures. 
A.nalysi.s 
Appropriated Fund Type Programs 
The stated policy of the Department of Defense is to 
provide a recreation program through the use of appropriated 
funds which may be supplemented as necessary \d th nonappropriated 
3.1 
funds. 1 The use of appropriated funds for recreation pro-
grams has been restricted by the Comptroller of the Navy to 
the specific categories of expenditures which are enumerated 
in Chapter II of this paper. The Comptroller of the Navy 
does not prohibit the use of nonappropriated funds (recrea-
tion funds) for any of the categories authorized for 
appropriated fund expenditures. However, the Chief of qaval 
Personnel has promulgated some restrictions on the use of 
recreation funds, also enumerated in Chapter II. 
A generally experienced deficienc of appropriated 
funds has led to various interpretations and applications of 
the directives governing the use of appropriated and 
nonappropriated funds for recreation programs. 
The tables which follow indicate the -.dde variations 
which exist in expenditure of recreation funds for those 
categories of expenditures most closely associated with 
authorized appropriated fund expenditures. Some of the 
variation is very likely the result of honest misinter-
pretations of regulations. Other variations occur because 
of the availability of "excess" nonappropriated funds at 
some stations. Some variations in the Installation and 
Renovation category are the result of loans or grants 
authorized by the Chief of Naval Personnel from the Central 
Recreation Fund. Other variations may be the result of 
1 Department of Defense Directive 1330.2. 
r 
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accounting procedures at the station level where the 
expenditures are originally categorized. 
The comparative analyses contained in Tables 4 - 7 
indicate that use of recreation funds for appropriated fund 
ty e expen it res is more revalent at the larqer, "rich" 
stations. This situation is to be expected because of the 
greater robability of "excess" recreation funds at the 
larger stations. The smaller stations, on the other hand , 
attempt to nstretch" thei.r limited recreation funds by 
ensuring maximu 1 use of appropriated funds authorized for 
recreation programs. 
The requlations pertaining to personnel utilization 
procedures permit the assignment of military personnel or 
civilian personnel paid from appropriated funds to duties 
involved in the recreatlon program. Such assiqn.rnents are 
limited by station military personnel allowances and 
civilian personnel ceilings. Avai.la ility of a propriated 
funds also limits civilian personnel utilization. 
Acknowledging these limitations , t e r egulations authorize 
the use of recreation funds "ttlhen approprir1.ted funds are not 
available or the ersonnel ceilinqs are not sufficient . 
DepartMental payroll expenditures are relatively 
larger than the other payroll categories because the fonner 
are incurred primarily through income-producing rograms, 
many of which are financia l ly self-sustaining. 
e e e 
TABLE 4 .. 
GROUP A - LARGE ACTIVITIES 
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS! 
APPROPRIATED FUND TYPE EXPENDITURES 
Total. Activity Departmental Administrative Maintenance Maintenance Installation Activity Expenditures2 Payroll , Payroll , Payroll & Renovation 
Amount % Amount % Amount % Amount % Amount % 
A : 1 $1179 $224 19 $ 55 5 $86 1 $121 10 $307 26 
A- 2 1053 114 11 ; 90 9 25 2 119 11 329 31 
A- 3 1046 233 22 99 9 26 2 20 2 127 12 
A- 4 877 158 18 32 4 0 0 108 12 40 5 
A- 5 824 409 ' 50 51 
' 
6 29 4 25 3 6 1 
A- 6 815 207 25 55 7 31 4 23 3 97 12 w w 
,. 
A- 7 553 126 23 6 1 5 1 29 5 91 16 
A- 8 526 120 23 59 11 17 3 16 3 81 15 
A- 9 514 130 25 39 8 32 6 61 12 8 2 
A- 10 491 126 26 33 7 9 2 30 6 68 14 
A- 11 469 117 25 108 23 21 5 22 5 27 6 
A - 12 414 87 21 29 7 26 6 11 3 5 1 
A- 13 408 153 37 16 4 0 0 29 7 43 11 
A- 14 396 130 33 19 5 5 1 20 5 31 8 
A- 15 325 84 26 6 2 0 0 21 6 1 0 
1 All dollar amounts are reported in thousands. 
2 Grand total includes expenditures not repor t ed in this table . 
~ e e e 
TABLE 5 
GROUP B - MEDIUM ACTIVITIES 
COMPARATIVE ANALYSISl 
APPROPRIATED FUND TYPE EXPENDITURES 
-
Total Activity Departmental Administrative tiaintenance Maintenance Installation Activity Expenditures2 Payroll _Payroll Jay roll & Renovation 
Amount % Amount % Amount % Amount !: Amount % 
-
B - 1 $287 $23 8 $55 19 $ 3 1 $10 3 $ 0 0 
B - 2 277 64 23 13 5 0 0 8 3 62 22 
n- 3 268 47 18 14 5 11 4 4 1 34 13 
t 
B- 4 258 84 33 25 10 0 0 
' 
12 5 2 1 
B - 5 254 35 14 12 5 1 0 18 1 7 3 w 
6 224 66 29 18 8 33 15 11 5 0 0 ~ B-
B- 1 222 85 38 18 8 7 3 18 8 1 0 
. " 
B- 8 222 45 20 0 0 0 0 12 5 11 5 
B- 9 218 28 13 12 6 0 0 15 7 41 19 
B- 10 216 47 22 15 7 0 0 12 6 8 4 
B - 11 213 51 27 13 6 4 2 21 10 20 9 
B - 12 184 40 22 24 13 4 2 24 13 21 11 
B- 13 153 30 20 0 0 11 7 0 0 4 3 
B - 14 139 15 11 1 1 0 0 19 14 1 1 
B - 15 137 35 26 10 7 0 0 4 3 20 15 
1 All dollar amounts are reported in thousands. 




GROUP C - SMALL ACTIVITIES 
CO}WARATIVE ANALYSIS! 
APPROPRIATED FUND TYPE EXPENDITURES 
Total Ac tivity Departmental Administrative Maintenance }faintenance Installation Activity Expenditures2 Payroll Payroll ~)'!'011 & Renovation 
Amount % Amount % Amount % Amount % Amount % 
-
c - 1 $93 . 3 $20 . 3 22 $15 . 0 2 $ 6 . 1 7 $ 6.5 7 $ o.o 0 
f 
c - 2 84.8 20. 7 24 1.6 2 o.o 0 4.5 5 0 . 0 0 
-
c - 3 67 . 9 6 . 4 9 7 . 0 10 o.o 0 1.9 3 1.8 3 
c - 4 64 . 0 . ' 12.5 20 . 0.1 0 0.1 0 0 . 9 1 24 . 5 38 
-·, 
c - 5 62 . 5 10.0 16 4.8 8 o.o 0 2 . 2 4 10 . 3 16 
- w 
c - 6 61.4 6 . 3 10 0.0 0 o.o 0 3.2 5 18.6 30 \JI 
' ~-· 
c - 7 55.5 15. 7 28 7 . 8 14 
' 
0 . 5 1 o.o 0 0.0 0 
,. 
' ' c - 8 45.1 12 . 9 29 3.4 8 3.5 8 o.o 0 1.6 4 
c - 9 39 . 4 9 . 6 24 1.8 5 0.0 0 1.9 5 0.4 1 
c- 10 36. 7 7 .t+ 20 0 . 9 2 0.9 2 0 . 2 1 2.5 7 
, 
c - 11 34 . 5 3 . 6 10 o.o 0 0.0 0 2. 0 6 7.5 22 
c - 12 22.9 4.4 19 0.4 2 o.o 0 1.2 5 8.9 39 
,, 
c - 13 16 . 1 3.0 19 0.2 1 o.o 0 0.6 4 0.0 0 
c - 14 5 .7 ' o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 0 . 1 2 o.o 0 
c - 15 4 . 2 0 . 4 10 0.1 2 o.o 0 0.5 12 o.o 0 
1 All dollar amunts are reported in thousands. 




APPROPRLATED FUND TYPE EXPENDI TURES 
Exp enditure Activity Percentage range group Low Hi g h Mean 
1. Departmental 
Payroll 
A 11 50 26 
B 8 38 22 
c 0 29 17 
2. Administrative 
Payroll 
A 1 23 7 
B 0 19 7 
c 0 14 4 
3. Maintenance 
Pay roll 
A 0 7 3 
B 0 15 2 
c 0 8 1 
4. Ot her Maintenance 
Expense 
A 2 12 6 
B 0 14 6 
c 0 7 4 
5. Installation and 
Renovation 
A 0 31 11 
B 0 22 7 




The orograms selected for this analysis are not the 
only income-producing programs sponsored, but are the most 
\'lidely maintained, and generally involve the greatest 
expenditure of funds. There is no requirement for stations 
to levy charges for the use of any recreation facilities , 
but nearly all stations do assess a fee for one or more 
programs. In some instances, charges may he made merely to 
control the use of the facilities so that a maximum number 
of personnel may be accommodated. 
~1otion pictures are the most popular of all programs 
included in this anal sis. The higher mean percentage 
experienced by the "Cu group (see Table 11) indicates the 
cost of maintaining the motion picture program does not 
increase in direct proportion to the increased number of 
personnel accommodated. In other \'mrds, a relatively fixed 
expenditure consumes a higher percentage of the smaller total 
expend! tures experienced by the "c~· group. 
The second most popular program in this comparative 
analysis is bowling: The data indicates that bowling 
consumes nearly the same proportion of total expenditures in 
all three size groups. A direct relationship apparently 
exists between the number of personnel accommodated and the 
cost of the program. 
The hobby craft program requires a sizeable outlay 
e e ~ e 
TABLE 8 
GROUP A - L.ARGE ACTIVITIES 
COMPARATIVE EXPENDITURE ANALYSIS! 
.. I NCOME-PRODUCING PROGRAI>1S 
Activity Total Activity !Iobby _Crafts Motion Pictures Bowlin~ Golf Expenditures2 Amount % Amount % Amount % Amou~ % 
A - 1 $1179 $90 8 $49 4 $152 13 $ 21 2 
A - 2 1053 71 7 48 5 144 14 34 3 
A - 3 1046 44 4 17 2 92 9 124 12 ,. 
A - 4 877 so 7 34 4 17 2 58 7 
]\ - 5 824 19 2 7 1 84 10 65 8 
A - 6 815 85 10 33 4 
. 53 7 45 6 
A - 7 553 25 5 27 5 34 6 lOS 20 w 
co 
B 526 0 0 31 6 80 15 48 9 
A - 9 514 79 15 10 2 il 18 4 55 11 
A - 10 491 25 5 36 7 60 12 37 a. 
A- 11 469 0 0 23 5 ;_ 29 6 83 18 
A - 12 414 0 0 13 3 84 20 9 2 
A - 13 408 43 11 14 3 33 8 56 14 
A - 14 396 85 21 14 4 28 7 62 16 
A - 15 325 66 20 33 10 20 6 44 14 
1 All dollar amounts are reported in thousands. 
2Grand total includes expenditures not reported in this table. 
e e e 
TABLE 9 
GROUP B - MEDIUM ACTIVITIES 
COMPARATIVE EXPENDITURE ANALYSISl 
I NCQr.!E- PRODUCING PROGRM1S 
Activity Total Activity !Jobbx_~fts Motion Pictures Bowl ins. Golf Expenditures2 Amount % ~..mou~ % Amount % Amou~ % 
-
B - 1 $ 287 $64 22 $ 6 2 $ 9 3 $ 5 2 
B - 2 277 29 10 10 4 24 9 40 14 
B - 3 268 35 13 24 9 1 0 5 2 
. 
B - 4 258 24 9 24 9 23 9 1 0 
B - 5 254 14 6 15 6 35 14 10 4 
B - 6 224 4 2 8 4 10 4 · 50 22 
B - 7 222 60 27 16 7 12 5 18 8 w •..£) 
B - 8 222 64 29 11 5 38 17 12 5 
B - 9 218 0 0 1 9 9 9 4 22 10 
B - 10 21 6 0 0 8 4 31 14 32 15 
B - 11 213 8 4 18 8 17 8 21 10 
B - 12 184 3 2 5 3 4 2 1 1 
B - 13 153 11 7 . 7 5 4 3 9 6 
B - 14 139 21 15 5 4 10 7 20 14 
B - 15 137 28 20 7 5 13 9 2 1 
1All dollar amounts are reported in thousands. 
2Grand total includes expenditures not reported in this table. 
e 
Activity 
c - 1 
c - 2 
c - 3 
c - 4 
c - 5 
c - 6 
c - 7 
c - 8 
c - 9 
c - 10 
c - 11 
c - 12 
c - 13 
c - 14 




















GROUP C - SHALL ACTIVITIES 


































































1All dollar amounts are reported in t housands. 
Bowling_ 
Amount % 



































































• T BLE 11 
c m 1PA .TIVE •XPENDITURE cou f( ARY 
INCOME-PRODUCING PROGRA s 
.•• ..... _ ;,.=·-
= . ~ I ====· :cu ••• = = """"""= 
=::=: 
·-:= 
Activity ercentaqe ran~e Pro ra, group Low Hi h Mean 
1. Hobby Crafts 
A 0 21 8 
B 0 29 11 
c 0 3 1 
2. Motion Pictures 
1 10 4 
B 2 9 6 
c 2 16 9 
3. Bowling 
A 2 20 9 
• 
B 0 17 8 
c 1 21 9 
4 . Golf 
2 18 9 
B 0 22 7 
c 0 15 3 
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of equipment and tools, as well as the availability of 
adequate building space and other facilities. Accordingly, 
it is not considered unusual that the large activities 
expend a higher pr oportion of their total expenditures for 
the hobby craft program. 
The results obtaine4 from the analysis of expendi-
tures for golf may be said to substantiate a opular notion 
that golf is a "rich man's sport . " Other factors may 
influence this program, but certainly the availability of 
funds cannot be discounted in the explanation of the 
differences in the qolf program expenditures. 
Non- income Producing Programs 
The non-income producing programs include two 
physical fitness programs which are conside red basic to any 
station's recreation program--Organized Sports and General 
Recreation. The higher percentage of expenditure for the 
small stations apparently is the result of a relatively 
fixed cost to nfield" athletic teams; the cost of this 
program, therefore does not increase in proportion to an 
increase in the size of the station. Expenditures for 
General Recreation, on the other hand, do appear to increase 
in direct proportion to the increase in the size of a 
station, and this cost is , therefore, nearly proportionately 
the same for all stations. This latter conclusion also 
appears to hold true for Libraries and Station Newspapers. 
43 
The expenditure for Libraries represents the cost of 
magazines and n wapapers, but not books. Books are provided 
from a .separate source of funds. The expenditure for 
St.ati.on Newspa ers represents the cost of publication of a 
local station newspaper or newsletter. 
The expenditures for Dances, Parties and Shows 
generally result from one or two station parties such as a 
Christmas Party (usually sponsored for the c ildren of 
st tion ersonnel) and a Fourth of July picnic for "all 
hand's" (all station personnel). In additio , some stations 
authorize a per capita allowance for departments or divisions 
to spend for socials of their choice. The larger proportion 
of expenditures for this category by the small stations is 
believed to result from a lack of recreation programs which 
require expensive physical facilities, such as bowling 
alleys, swimming pools, and hobby crafts. Although the 
buildings and other physical facilities r~quired for stations' 
recreation programs are normally provided from appropriated 
funds, the 9eneral shortage of these funds has resulted in 
an increase in the use of nonappro riated funds for this 
pur ose. Unless nonappropriated funds are provided from the 
Central Recreation Fund, only the larger stations can afford 












A - 10 
A - 11 
A - 12 
A - 13 
A - 14 





GROUP A - LARGE ACTIVITIES 
COMPARATIVE EXPENDITURE ANALYSIS1 
NON-INCOME PRODUCING PROGRAI1S 
General Dances, Organized Sports Total Activity Recreation Parties, Shows 
Expenditures2 Amount % Amount % Amount % 
-
$1179 $69 6 $ 69 6 $ 26 2 
1053 35 3 97 9 5 0 
1046 70 7 92 9 13 1 
877 59 7 237 27 139 16 
824 76 9 337 41 11 1 
815 79 10 158 19 31 4 
553 22 4 60 11 17 3 
526 23 4 81 15 2 0 
514 40 8 82 16 17 3 
491 38 8 49 10 5 1 
469 34 7 50 11 3 1 
414 59 14 78 19 7 2 
408 36 9 45 11 6 1 
396 16 4 27 7 26 7 
325 20 6 36 11 22 7 
All dollar amounts are repot t ed in thousands. 
Grand total includes expenditures not reported in this table. 
e 
Libraries Station Newspapers 
Amount % Amount % 
-
$27 2 $11 1 
14 1 15 1 
28 3 0 0 
4 0 16 2 
.$:-
15 2 0 0 .$:-
7 1 1 0 
8 1 2 0 
18 3 6 1 
19 4 2 0 
17 3 1 0 
29 6 0 0 
6 1 19 .5 
24 6 0 0 
7 2 3 1 
5 2 0 0 
e e ~ 
-
TABLE 13 
GROUP B - MEDIUM ACTIVITES 
COMPARATIVE EXPENDITURE ANALYSIS1 
NON-INCOME PRODUCING PROGRAMS 
=- = . ~ . ~ ;a::; I • . - ... - : I ':' .;~ 
Organized Sports General Dances, Libraries Station Total Activity Recreation Parties, Shows Newspapers Activity Expenditures2 Amount % Amount % Amount % Amount % Amount % 
-
B - 1 $287 $12 4 $14 5 $19 7 $ 5 2 $10 3 
B - 2 277 17 6 26 9 0 0 6 2 0 0 
B - 3 268 49 18 36 13 8 3 2 1 2 1 
B - 4 258 16 6 85 33 8 3 6 2 0 0 
B - 5 254 24 9 39 15 15 6 6 2 12 5 
B- 6 224 21 9 0 0 4 2 4 2 8 4 .p. 1./l 
B - 7 222 20 9 52 
•: 
23 5 2 6 3 1 0 
s- 8 222 15 7 15 7 11 5 5 2 0 0 
B - 9 218 7 3 16 7 11 5 7 3 1 0 
n - 10 216 26 12 21 10 3 1 5 2 l:6 7 
B- 11 21.3 21 10 34 16 2 1 4 2 0 0 
B - 12 184 3 2 75 41 0 0 2 1 1 1 
B - 13 153 12 8 24 16 16 10 4 3 4 3 
B- 14 139 
I 15 11 31 22 1 1 1 1 2 1 
B - 15 137 12 4 14 5 19 7 5 2 10 3 
1 All dollar amounts are reported in thousands. 




GROUP C - Sl>fAU .. ACTIVITIES 
COMPARATIVE E.XPENDITURE A..~LYSIS1 
NO!~-INCOME PRODUCDlG PROGRAMS 
.. _ . ---=-Z==:Iilli------
= · ~__......;,._;: = 
Total Activity Organized General Danc·es Libraries Station Activity Expenditures2 -~ports . ~creation Parties, Show.~ Newsp_apers 
Amount % Amount % Amount % Amount % Amount % 
-- -----
c - 1 $93.3 $ 3.2 3 $28 .l 30 $ 2,.0 2 $ 2.4 3 $ o.o 0 
c - 2 84.8 16 . 0 19 12 .. 8 15 o.o 0 3 . 0 4 0.1 0 
c - 3 67.9 2.6 4 11.1 16 3.6 5 2.1 3 o.o 0 
c - 4 64.0 7 .0 11 s. o 8 4.5 7 3 . 9 6 0 . 0 0 
,.t· 
c - 5 62 . 5 6.6 11 7. 9 13 8 .1 13 3 . 1 5 1. 6 3 
c - 6 61.4 6.1 10 5.0 8 : 3.0 5 1.4 2 0 . 6 1 .$:-. 
" 0\ 
c - 7 55.5 s.~ 10 7-. 2 13 9. 9 16 6 . 0 11 1.8 3 
c - 8 45 . 1 4.3 10 8 .4 19 0. 0 0 0 . 5 1 0.5 1 
c - 9 39.1• 8 . 1 21 ~ . 3 8 5. 4 14 4 . 3 11 2.2 6 
c - 10 36. 7 6.4 17 u.2 17 6. 7 18 0.3 1 2.0 5 
c - 11 34.5 4.1 12 6.6 19 3 . 5 10 o.s 1 o.o 0 
c - 12 22.9 o.s 2 1.9 8 4.2 18 1.0 5 0 . 1 0 
c - 13 16.1 2. 2 14 2 . 7 17 1.2 7 0 .1 1 o.o 0 
c - 14 5. 7 0 . 1 2 2 . 5 44 2 . 3 40 0 . 1 2 o.o 0 
c - 15 4 . 2 0. 4 10 0.2 s 1.1 26 0 . 1 2 0. 1 2 
--- - - -·-
1 All d ollar amounts are repor ted in t housands. 
2 Grand total includes expenditures uot reported in this table. 
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TABLE 15 
COMPARATIVE EXPEND ITURE SUMMARY 
NON- INCOME PRODUCING PROGRAJ1S 
::t:.=::a 
Program Activity Percent afJe range Group Low Hi9:h Mean 
• 1. Or anized 
Sports 
A 3 1 4 7 
I3 2 18 8 
c 2 21 10 
2. General 
Recreat ion 
A 6 41 15 
B 0 41 15 
c 5 44 1 6 
e 3. Dances , Parties and hO~lS 
A 0 16 3 
B 0 7 4 
c 0 40 12 
4 . Libraries 
A 0 6 2 
B 1 3 2 
c 1 11 4 
5. Station 
ewspapers 
A 0 5 1 
B 0 7 2 




Per Capita Allocation 
Recreation funds are to be expended in the main-
tenance _of an adequate and well-rounded morale and recreation 
program for all authorized personnel on an equ · tab~basis. 1 
This is the stated Navy policy for expenditure of station 
recreation funds. This policy is carried out at each station 
by ensuring an equal opportunity for all authorized personnel 
to participate in the recreation programs sponsored . 
An attempt made during the research to compute 
representative per capita expenditure rates for a meaningful 
comparison of station expenditures was considered unsuccess-
ful. The problem encountered resulted from an apparent 
misunderstanding or lack of knowledge at many stations con-
earning the number of people participating in , or authorized 
to participate in a station's recreation program. 
The Special Services Manual authorizes the following 
personnel to participate in programs and services financed 
with recreation funds: 
1. Active duty military personnel and their 
dependents. 
2. Naval reservists on active duty for training 
in excess of 72 hours and their dependents. 
3. Members of selected reserve components, 
during periods of active duty training. 
Provided facilities are adequate and subject to 
such restrictions as the commanding officer deems 
1special Services Manual , Article 1240. 
• 
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necessary, the following personnel are also 
authorized to use the facilities and equipment, 
and to participate in the programs supported by 
recreation funds, provided that such personnel 
have Navy Exchange privileges [prescribed by 
other regulations]: 
1. Civilian employees of the Department of 
Defense traveling on official authorization and 
quartered on the station • 
2. Civilian employees of the Department of 
Defense and their dependents and other civilian 
personnel associated with the Department if 






Red Cross uniformed paid personnel. 
Patients hospitalized in Naval hospitals. 
Military personnel of foreign nations. 
Fleet Reserve and retired military person-
their dependents. 
7. Unremarried widows of military personnel 
and their dependents. 
8. Members of Reserve components during 
periods of inactive duty training. 
·9. "!embers of the Public Health Service, 
Environmental Science Services Administration, and 
other organizations, when assigned to and serving 
with the Armed Forces. 
In addition to the above, occasional guests of 
military personnel may be authorized by the 
comnlanding officer to use recreation facilities and 
equipment.l 
In accordance with the foregoing, the basic 
responsibility of recreation funds is .to provide appropriate 
programs for military personnel on active duty and their 
dependents. Other authorized personnel may be accommodated 
1 Spe~ial Services Manual, Article 1130. 
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only if station recreation facilities are considered adequate. 
A report of the number of personnel supported from 
station recreation funds was requested in the questionnaire. 
Table 16 contains a stumnary of the responses from a random 
sample of five activities from each size group. 
The totals contained in column (2) represent the 
official record of naval personnel permanently assigned to 
the station on June 15, 1967 . These totals do not include 
other military personnel who may have been assigned for 
temporary duty (such as students; reservists on training 
duty, or visiting air squadron personnel); nor do they include 
any military personnel who may have been assigned to other 
military activities in the immediate area. The totals 
reported in column (3) should be the same, or at least very 
nearly the sa~e as column (2) totals. 
The wide variations in the totals reported indicate 
that many stations do not really know how many authorized 
personnel they support with their recreation program. A per 
capita cost computation under these circumstances would be 
meaningless. 
program Analysis 
Availability of Selected Facilities 
Table 17 represents a summary of the availability of 






SUW·iARY OF PERSONNEL SUPPORTED 
Military Questionnaire resEonse data 
personnel Military personnel Hili tary personnel Dependents Activity assigned permanently from other and retired per BuPels assigned stations ~! Military personnel records 
(1) (2) (3) (4) ' (5 ) 
--
I 
1. AA - 1 1,340 2,200 r 15,000 250 
2. AA- 3 1,475 19,000 I 450 I 600 :1 I 
I I 
3. AA - 7 740 655 ~ 6,000 25,000 
' 
i 




" -· 5 . AA - 10 440 I c. 8 , 500 I, ' 800 I 9,000 t_, ~ ~"~ ,, . ~ ~~' I I V1 ~ ' I I~., 6 . BB - 1 1,240 •·' 4 , 800 ... 7,000 I 5,000 - ..... n '~, I d II I; •,.- ' 7. BB - 3 456 390 ; . • 8,100 3,000 \.. _.J -
' 
~· 
8 . BB - 5 1,353 . ) ' 4,500 100 ' 9,000 ~ _i ~ 
" 
I 
1- •. ;,;,; I> I ! t~ 
9. BB - 10 838 ,t I • 6, 700 j 0 - I I 3,000 ~ . ; I"~ 
10. BB - 12 ' 
c ~ 10,000 250 6,100 
...:.. I 2,500 l 
I' I'"- I I 11. cc - 1 328 '. 700 - II 1,200 . I~ 0 I 
' ~ ~~ ,...) 
12. cc - 3 623 '"~" 4 -~ - " ~ 30 .. 780 1-" ;I 35 c-
13. cc - 4 665 ' 400 I 30 ~ 380 
1,- I! 
' 14. cc - 6 514 600 l' 5,000 r • 6,000 ( ( I ~· r: I• • I 
15. cc - 14 52 50 5 - . 110 






SUMMARY OF SELECTED RECREATION 
FACILITIES AVAILABLEl 
Recreation Total GrouE AA Grou:e BB GrOUJ2 cc number Facility Available2 Number %3 Number %3 Number 
1. Theaters 199 10 100 18 90 14 
2. Bowling 
Alleys 120 10 100 20 100 10 
3. Golf 
courses 65 10 100 15 75 3 
4. Hobby 
Shops 310 10 100 17 85 11 
5. Swimming 
Pools 264 10 100 15 75 6 
1Activity grouping is based upon the following recreation 
fund income: 
AA - $400,000 
BB - 100,000 
cc - 1 , 000 
$1,000;000 (mean $674,000 ) 
399,000 (mean $201,000 ) 
99 , 000 (mean $ 35,000 ) 
2Indicates number of facilities available at the total 
220 stations. 
3 Percentages are based upon the following total number of 
stations which responded to the questionnaire: 
Group AA - 10 
Group BB - 20 









response to questionnaire item B - 3. l.Yhile the greatest 
differences are reported in the Golf program, the differences 
in the Hobby Craft pro9ram are considered to be of the 
greatest significance. The limitations on the Golf program 
may be a lack of available land area at small stations 
rat her than a lack of funds . The Hobby Craft program; on 
the other hand, is nearly always a reflection of the amount 
of recreation funds available. 
There has been a recent trend tot-rard greater reliance 
upon nonappropriated funds to provide facilities normally 
considered to be the responsibility of appropriated funds. 
This probably accounts for the deficiency of many of these 
programs at small stations where recreation f unds are more 
limited . 
prganized Sports Sueported 
Organized sports form a vital part of nearly every 
station's recreation program. Since t his program is often 
totally dependent upon recreation funds, the data summarized 
in Table 18 is concluded to be indicative of an effect of 
the current fund allocation system. Large stations report a 
good coverage in many sports, while the small stations can 





SO. RY OF 0 G NIZ D SPORTS SUPPORTED! 
Sport Group ~~ 2 Number % 
Groue BB 















13 .. Handball 
14. ifle-Pistol 












































































1 Activity grouping is based upon the following 
recreation fund income· 
AA - $400,000 
BB - 100,000 - -
CC - 1,000 - -
$1,000,000 (mean $674,000) 
399,000 (mean $201,000) 
99,000 (mean $ 35,000 ) 
2 . Percentaqes are based upon the following total 
nuntber of stations which responded to the questionnaire: 
Group AA - 10 
Group DB - 20 


















Additional Prograns Desired 
Item B - 5 on the questionnaire requested the 
recipient to " indicate additional programs or facilities 
which would be maintained if additional funds were avail-
able. r• A swmnary of the responses received is contained in 
Table 19. Since the questionnaire and the responses thereto 
were not official Navy correspondence, the additional pro-
grams listed may not represent "cormnand thinking, n but are, 
nevertheless, representative of a general desire. 
There were no significant relationships detected 
between income groups and additional programs desired. The 
summary does indicate the desires for many additional 
facilities which are normally the financial respons ibility 
of appropriated funds. 
Financial Accounting 
Standard accounting systems for stations performing 
accounting on a decentralized manual basis have been 
prescribed by the Comptroller of the Navy. 1 These instruc-
tions have been in effect in one form or another since around 
1950. A rather comprehensive set of accounts and records is 
required to be maintained . Some deviations from the pre-
scribed accounting records are permitted for "very small 
activities. n 
1























Indoor Swimming Pool 
Golf 
Handball 




Roller Skating Ri nk 
Sauna Baths 























































1The following additional progr ams ~-tere re orted by 
only one station each: Volleyball, Squash courts, Billiards, 
Tr a c , Tra / Skeet, Sailing, Beach cottages, Wei ht lifting, 
Ice skating rink, Boxing. 
2Activity grouping is based upon the following 
recreation fund income: 
3 
AA - $400 ,000 
BB - 100,000 
cc - 1,0 00 
$1 ,00 0 ,000 (mean $674, 000 ) 
399, 00 0 (mean $201,000) 
99,000 (mean $ 35,000) 
As reported by t he total number of stations which 
responded to the questionnaire, as follows: 
Group AA - 10 
r;roup BB - 20 
Group CC - 15 
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While the accounting instructions issued are 
relatively clear and straightforward, wide variations in the 
actual accounting records and procedures are comn~n. Con-
tributing to the cause for the wide variations are the 
varying degrees of accounting knowle.dge and interest of 
cognizant station personnel . At smaller stations the Special 
Services Officer sometimes maintains the accounting records 
personally and is frequently inexperienced. At larger 
stations a military or civilian bookkeeper is generally 
assigned. 
Military personnel are transferred periodically, 
which may have serious effects on the quality of the 
accounting. Civilian personnel are generally more permanent 
and more competent as bookkeepers. However, they are 
sometimes left to their own personal accounting preferences 
and devices because of the Special Services Officer's pre-
occupation with the administration of the recreation programs 
(and often a lack of interest in accounting}. 
These personnel limitations and their possible 
effects on the accuracy of the accounting records and reports 
contribute to a reduction in the credibility of the financial 
reports submitted to the Commanding Officer of each station 
and to the Chief of Naval Personnel. 
While the manual accounting system does permit 
adequate internal control and fund accountability , it does 
• 
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not produce an effective management report. The Rec reation 
Fund Financial Statement, shown in Figure 2, is the only 
report required from manual accounting stations . This 
statement does not report expenses in sufficient detail to 
permit a critical analysis of recreation fund utilization . 
Totals only are reported for each program category, and many 
programs may be combined under one category . Modification 
of this report to include additional detail is not feas i ble 
with the current manual accounting, and to expand the 
current manual system would only 11 add insult to injury.n 
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Figure 2 
Recreation Fund Financial Statement 
BALANCE SHEET RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS 
xxxxxx ASSETS CASH BALANCE BEGINNING 15 t 66 
OTH£R 




99 515 . 32 
CASH BALANCE ENDING 
15 Dec 66 
-, 
CHAPTER TV 
A REVISED MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
CENTRALIZED CO.ITROL 
Centralized Accounting--A Giant Step Forward 
Background 
A centralized accounting system was initiated in 1965 
with a programmed goal of incorporating all shore station 
recreation funds within three year s. After the addition of 
the European-African area overseas stations on March 16 , 
1968, all bu~ the very smallest of shore stations will be 
included in the system. 
The major considerations which fostered the estab-
lishment of the centralized accounting system for Navy 
recreation funds included the following: 
1. ~ general dissatisfaction by cognizant authorities 
with the many variations in procedures and the frequent 
inaccuracies in records and · reports which were experienced 
with the manual accounting system. 
2 . The use of an excessive number of man-hours for 
routine tasks which could be performed efficiently on 
mechanized data processing equipment. 
60 
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3. The inadequacy of the manual report as an 
effective management tool. 
4. An excessive amount of funds which were being 
non-productively maintained in individual station's checking 
accounts (when considered in the aggregate). 
The centralized accounting function was assigned to 
a newly organized field activity, the Bureau of Javal 
Personnel Nonappropriated Fund Accounting Unit. This field 
activity was established at the location of the Navy Ship's 
Store Office in Brooklyn, New York. This location was 
selected because of the close association of the Bureau of 
Naval Personnel as the management agency of Navy recreation 
funds, and the Navy Ship's Store Office as the management 
agency of the Navy Exchange system--the primary source of 
Navy recreation funds. In addition, the Navy Ship's Store 
Office already had installed mechanized data processing 
equipment which had excess time available for other programs. 
Scope 
The centralized accounting system implemented is a 
composite type which maintains individual accountability for 
each station. It is a double entry accounting system 
maintained on an accrual basis. Input data provided by mail 
from each station include the following: 
1. Daily Cash Report. This report provides for the 
recording of departmental sales, all other cash income, bank 
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deposits, returned checks, and the amount of cash transferred 
from the local bank account to a central "Concentration Bank 
Account ... 
2. Duplicate bank deposit slips. 
3. General Journal Vouchers. These vouchers are 
prepared to effect any accounting entries which are not 
logically r ecorded on any other prescribed form, such as 
correcting or adjusting entries for inventories, recording 
of employer's share of Federal Insurance Contribution Act 
taxes, recording of depreciation , or reporting the transfer 
of material to another Government activity. 
4 . Accrual Journal Vouchers. These vouchers are 
prepared at the end of each month in order to apply all 
charges to the month in which they were incurred. 
5. Payroll Summary. This summary is prepared at the 
end of each pay period to report the distribution of payroll 
costs and employees' deductions. 
Detailed general ledger accounts are maintained by 
the centralized accounting unit utilizing data processing 
equipment . The following financial reports are prepared from 
these accounts on a monthly basis: 
1. Fund Status Report (Figure 3). This report is a 
cash flow type statement which reports beginning bank 
balance, cash receipts, cash disbursements, and ending bank 
balance. In addition, obligations against the bank balance 
are reported to indicate net funds available for disbursement. 
CH:CK 50C( S:.LANCE E. 0. M. 
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Figure 3 
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2. SummaryOperations Statement (Figure 4). This 
statement is a detailed summary by account of income and 
expenses. This report segregates direct recreation program 
expenses from general administrative expenses. 
3. Departmental Operations Statement (Figure 5). 
This statement is a detailed analysis of receipts and 
expenses for each recreation program. 
4. Detail Ledger {Figure 6). This report contains 
a detailed analysis of all transactions recorded for each 
account {departmental and administrative) for the past 
month. 
Each report is forwarded to the Commanding Officer 
of each station monthly. A copy of each of t he first three 
reports is provided to the Chief of Naval Personnel. 
In addition to providing the input data previously 
itemized, each station is required to maintain an accounts 
receivable ledger and payroll records. 
The following records and reports, which are required 
to be maintained by stations operating with a manual 
accounting system, are no longer required after a station is 
included in t he centralized accounting system: 
1. Cash Receipts and Disbursement Journal 
2. Purchases Journal 
3. Sales Journal 
4. General Journal 
BUREAU c;: ~;..v'AL ~E~SO 1:-.! EL 
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Figure 5 
Departmental Operations Statement 
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5. Gene r a l Ledger 
6. Trial Balances (monthly). 
7. Bank Reconciliation Statements (monthly) 
8. Financial Statement (quarterly) 
Analysis 
The follm\"'ing a dvan·tages are cons i der ed to have 
r esulted f rom i mpl ementation of t he ce ntralized accounting 
sys tem: 
l. Reduction of man-h~ r equired at t he. station 
l eve l for routine account i ng procedur~s . 
Thi s i s a gene ralized conclusion whi ch was not 
conc l usive.l y a f firr...1ed by t he r esponse s r eceived to question-
naire item number A ~ 6, nindi cate any decre ase (or increase) 
i n t he number o f man- hours r equired f or t he accounting 
f unc t ion s i nc e the i mpl ementat i on of the central accounting 
system at BUPERS AFAU i n Brookl yn. " 
The f ollowi ng is a su~mary of the r e s ponses received: 
DECREASE . . . . . 
I NCREASE . . . . . . . . . 
9 
7 
JO CHANGE • • • • • 2 9 
The r eason f or t he large nu.rnber o f "no change" 
responses can be a ttributed to t he f act t hat the ma jority of 
stations emplo but one bookkeeper , and some local record 
keep ing and voucher t ::.;·ansmittals are r equired under the 
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centralized accounting system. However, the relief from the 
majority of routine record keeping has resulted in an 
increase in time available for other administrative require-
ments. The transfer of the majority of the accounting 
function to the centralized accounting a.ctivity also provides 
more administrative time for many Special Services Officers. 
2. Increased standardization of accounting 
classifications and ..J2!.9Cedures 
All stations included in the centralized accounting 
system operate under one set of instructions, and all utilize 
1 the same procedures and forms. The following is a summary 
of the responses received to question number A - 10 on the 
questionnaire, "Are the instructions contained in the 
accounting handbook (NAVSO P-2460 ) adequate?,. 
YES • 35 
NO • . . 9 
NO REPLY • . . . . . . 1 
The only justifications reported for the dissatis-
faction with the accounting handbook instructions were a 
lack of illustrations and vague definitions of some account 
classifications. In addition, a significant number of 
responses indicated a desire for periodic short training 
courses or conferences for station accounting personnel. 
1 u. s. Department of the Havy, Centralized Accountin9 
Handbook for Navy- Recreation Funds. 
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3. Increased effectiveness of accounting reports 
for management purposes. 
The reports prepared by the centralized accounting 
activity contain a significantly greater amount of detail 
than do the reports prepared under the manual accounting 
system. For example, the classification .. Hobby Shop" on the 
manual report (Figure 2) may be reported in nine different 
categories on the mechanized report; the two classifications 
of ''Varsity Athletics" and "Intra-mural Athletics" on the 
manual report may be identified to any of thirteen different 
sports on the mechanized report. 
In response to question number A - 7 on the que stion-
naire, uDo the reports prepared by BUPERS NAFAU contain 
adequate information in an understandable form?," the 
following results were received: 
YES 
NO • 
. . . . . 
. . 
NO REPLY 
• • • • 38 
5 
2 
The only justification offered for negative answers 
to this question was that the mechanized reports do not 
facilitate local audits. ~ore specific complaints concerning 
the auditinry problems were not given. 
The following is a summary of responses received to 
question number A - 9, 11 Do you prepare any additional 
financial reports locally?" 
YES • • • • • 
NO • . . . 
NO REPLY • 
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The only significant local additions to the mechanized 
reports were a projected cash flm., statement and a statement 
reporting budgeted and actual figures and the deviation from 
the budgeted amount. This budgeted versus actual analysis 
is programmed for the mechanized reports, but has not been 
implemented (see Figure 4). 
4. Increased interest income from the establishment 
of a centralized bank account. 
Establishment of a nconcentration Account" eliminated 
the need to maintain checking account balances in individual 
station bank accounts, and thereby permitted a reduction in 
the overall total of funds maintained in non-interest bearing 
demand accounts. Additional funds are now available for 
deposit in interest- bearing accounts. 
Centralized Financial Control--The Next Logical Step 
The Chief of Javal Personnel and the majority of sta-
tion::; 'hich \~ere canvassed agree that the centralized account-
ing system has boon succeasfully implemented and has p rovided 
an avenue toward improved management of Navy recreation 
funds . The logical question for top management nm-1 is, 
nshould centralized management and control be expanded?" A 
7 2 
summary and analysis of t he planning and budgeting functions 
are given here to justify the recommended solution. 
Planning 
Planning .is currently left to the initiative of each 
station's commanding officer. Since these officers are 
normally assigned to any one station for a period of one to 
three years, planning seldom extends beyond a t ree-year 
period. T1e planning objective of each station commanding 
officer is probably to accomplish as much as possible during 
his assigned tour of duty. The result of this attitude is 
nearly a total interest in short-range objectives. 
WitL the increasing need and application of 
recreation funds for the financing o .. , facilities which were 
formerly funded entirely rtli th appropriated funds, there is a 
definite need for long- range planninq on a system-wide 
basis. The logical level for this planning is at the Bureau 
of aval Personnel. 
There ,currently is a lack of planning for station 
recreation programs at the bureau level. There is no 
information available to the bureau regarding the condition 
and the replacement needs of station recreation facilities. 
This lack of central planning also results in a duplication 
of facilities in some locations. 1 
1Gabrielson, M. Alexander, The NayY's Special Ser-
vices Program, a report to the Assistant Chief of Naval 
Personnei - lor Morale Services, June, 1966, p. 12. 
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There is currently a significant gap between the 
all-encompassing recreation programs available at large 
stations and the "lack-luster" offerings of some small 
stations. In addition, the relatively short tour of duty 
for station commanding officers frequently results in a new 
commanding officer 11 inheriting " an obsolete or otherwise 
unsatisfactory facility which requires a sizeable outlay of 
funds for modernization. Central planning is the only 
feasible solution to this management deficiency. Planning 
for major expenditures of recreation funds can be accom-
plished only at the bureau level if maximum effectiveness is 
to be achieved. 
Centralized Budqeting and Fund Control 
There is currently no centralized budgeting for Navy 
recreation funds. A station budget, if prepared, represents 
a planned allocation of estimated income. Such a budgeting 
procedure is adequate under the current fund distribution 
system. However, the current fund distribution system 
results in a gross imbalance of recreation funds available 
at various stations in proportion to the number of personnel 
supported. Additionally, personal whims of commanding 
officers or special services officers are permitted to 
influence the application of station recreation funds. 
Centralized budgeting of Navy recreation funds would 
permit a more equitable distribution and expenditure of 
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available funds. Inherent in the centralized budgeting of 
Navy recreation funds are centralized control and distribu-
tion of funds. Distribution based upon station needs would 
be substituted for the "return of generated profit" principle 
which currently exists. Under the current management system, 
Navy Exchange profit is in no way related to the amount of 
recreation funds needed. Navy Exchange profit goals are 
currently established independently of any expressed need 
for recreation funds. Accordingly, programming of recreation 
fund expenditures is based upon anticipated Navy Exchange 
profit. Notwithstanding the legislative limitations on 
generation of profits, a situation appears to exist in which 
the °Cart is leading the horse. " 
The original intention underlying the establishment 
of the ship's store operation was to provide the material 
needs of military men at a reasonable cost. The generation 
of profit from the ship's store operation was secondary. 
The increased scope of the recreation program has resulted 
in a greater emphasis upon profits generated by the ship's 
store and the Navy Exchange operations. Consequently, these 
operations have now assumed a two-fold mission: providing 
material and services at a reasonable cost and generating 
profits for Navy recreation funds. 
This second objective was acknowledged as early as 
1945 when a directive was issued by the Secretary of the 
,; 
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Navy requiring the Chief of Naval Personnel to furnish an 
estimate of the total amount of resale profits desired annually 
for the welfare , amusement, comfort, and contentment of Navy 
personnel . 1 Without centralized budgeting, such an estimate 
cannot, and apparently has not ever been provided. Conse-
quently, the Navy Ship's Store Office has established mer-
chandise mark-up percentages which will generate sufficient 
funds to pay operating and administrative costs and ensure 
some amount of net profit for transfer to recreation funds. 
The net profit generated in Fiscal Year 1967 was 6.6 percent 
of total sales (see Table 1). 
The goal of Navy Exchange profit determination based 
upon recreation fund needs is an active and continuing prob-
lem. In a letter dated January 31, 1966, the Commanding Offi-
cer of the Navy Ship's Stor e Office reported the following 
to the Chief of Naval Personnel: 
The receipt of t he above letter [different sub-
ject] prompts me to solicit your aid and advice in 
dealing with another area of continuing and major 
concern which I feel requires a concerted joint 
effort on both our parts for solution. 
This area deals with the need for a more pre-
cise determination of Navy Exchange profit r equire-
ments for recreation purposes. During fiscal years 
1960 to 1965, Wor ldwide Navy Exchange Sales 
increased 60% from $258 Million in Fiscal Year 1960 
to $414 Million in Fiscal Year 1965. Worldwide Sales 
in Fi cal Year 1966 should approximate $4 77 Million. 
In the same years, profits for recreation purposes 
distributed to local Commands increased from $13.5 
illion for Fiscal Year 1960, to $20.7 !illion in 
1
nata obtained from the historical files, Navy 
Ship's Store Office Representative, Washington, D. c. 
• 
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Fiscal Year 1965, an increase of 55%. Profits paid 
to the Central Recreation Fund increased from $l . 9 
Million in Fiscal 1960 to $4.3 Million in 1965, an 
increase of 125%. These dollar increases were 
achieved while total Navy on board strength remained 
relatively constant. I am concerned that one of 
two circumstances prevail--either the profits paid 
in 1960 were not sufficient or adequate to support 
our Recreation Programs or present profit distribu-
tion is in excess of local Command needs. I feel 
that a review and projection of annual Navy Recrea-
tion Fund dollar requirements for recreation pur-
poses is in order . Such determination would enable 
my staff to administratively respond to your annual 
budgetary requirements, insure maximum compatibility 
of Exchange pricing policies with profit motives, 
as well as maximize the impact of Navy Exchanges on 
the morale of Naval personnel by lowerinq selling 
prices and/ or providing additional services.l 
The author speculates that the additional recreation 
funds have resulted in a significant increase in the expen-
diture of recreation funds for physica.l facilities which 
normaily are considered the financial responsibility of 
appropriated funds. In addition, the per capita expenditure 
rate very likely increased at the stations which experienced 
an increase in Navy Exchange profits. The paradoxical 
result of the apparently desirable increase in recreation 
funds is that the stations which generate the majority of 
the increased profits are not the stations which are lacking 
in basic recreation programs. 
Centralized budgeting would provide top management 
with the necessary background data that could be used to 
1Letter from Rear Admiral Charles A. Blick, Command-
ing Officer , Iavy Ship's Store Office to Vice Admiral B. J. 
Semmes, Jr. , Chief of Naval Personnel, January 31 , 1966 . 
• 
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determine total requirements for Navy recreation fundso The 
total fund requirements could then be translated into 
meaningful profit objectives for t he Navy Exchange resale 
system . 
The natural counterpart to centralized budgeting is 
centralized fund control and distribution by the Chief of 
Naval Personnel. Centralized fund distribution \iould ensure 
t hat all stations were provided sufficie nt funds to maintain 
a basic recreation roqram. 
The author acknowledges that centralized budgeting 
and fund distribution for Navy recreation funds is easier 
said t han done .. 3:owever, the increase in total fund 
effectiveness which will result is considered sufficient 
compensation f or t he increased administrative effort 
required for centralized control. 
A recent effort \V'as made by the Chief of Naval 
Personnel to determine ·total recreation f und requirements. 
Al l stations ,.,ere directed to submit a "Fund Operating 
Budget " reflecting estimated income and expenditure for the 
next three fiscal years. The directive included the 
following ~isoussion : 
In recent years , nonappropriated recreation 
funds have been called upon in increas inq amounts 
to support t he Navy-wide .. special services program . 
It appears t at this trend will continue in the 
foreseeable future . As a result, the future cash 
requirements for operatin~ special services 
proqrai s is of growinq importance in advance 





insure availability of sufficient funds when 
required. This would include evaluation of fund 
raising capabilities of nonappropriated fund 
activities including exchan~es and requesting 
additional appropriated funds if those capabili-
ties prove insuffioent to meet requirements. 
A copy of the budget form used is included as Figure 
A review of the budgets submitted indicated that 
nearly all stations reported total e~timated expenses which 
reflected a "remarkable resembl.;mce" to the total estimated 
income. This is not surprising in viet'/ of the "use it or 
lose it" attitude which is most common. 
The foregoing budget is the first-known requirement 
for submission of station recreation fund budgets beyond the 
commanding officer level. The author doubts that the data 
reported can be meaningfully employed without receipt of 
additional supporting details. Also, if centralized fund 
allocation were desired, an equitable distribution based 
upon the data contained in the Fund Operating Budget sub-
mitted would be difficult. 
A more detailed budget format is recommended for 
implementation of centralized fund distribution. A suggested 
beginning format is contained in Figure 8. The adjective 
nbeginning" is used to acknowledge that significant changes 
may be required prior to implementation or after a ·trial 
1 u. S . Department of the Navy , Bureau of Naval 
Personnel Notice 701 0 . Subject: Special Services Non-
appropriated Fund Operating Budget, September 28, 1967. 
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Figure 7 
Summarized Recr eation Fund Operating Budget 
~UUMARIZED HL~~LATION FUND OPERATING BUDGET 
liN THOUSANDS) 
NAM AND LOCATION OF ACTIVITY 
D FUND ADMINIS TRATOR 
rchief of Naval Personnel (Pers Gl3)l 
Department of the Navy 
~shington D. C. 20370 _j 
INS TRUCTIONS 
ENERAL : This r eport cove r s cash r equi r ements fo r r egu - CATEGORIES : The categor ies indicated below are t i ed in 
ar day to day operations only. The amount r eported as to the fo r mat of the r epo r ts provid ed to activities 
stimated expense docs not necessarily have to equal es - operating under the centralized accounting system for 
imated incdme . Fund r equ1 r cments for special pr ojects r ecreation funds ashore . Activities not oper ating under 
new construction , enlarge~~n~, improvement or r eplace- th is system should usc only those catego ries that readil 
enl) are no~ lobe r cporte~ since that info~mation is fit in with r edo r ds currently ma inta ined. 
ready available to the Chief of Naval Pe r sonnel REMARKS: To be used as necessa ry fo r clar ification of 
OJNTS : Amounts s hall be r epo r ted to the nearest the tiems r epor ted below, 





Fig. 8 . --Recreation Fund Operating B·udget (Recommended Forma t) 
STA'l'IOl ___________ , _______ FISCAL YEAR ____ _ 
SECTIO A 
Non- i ncome P roducinq Programs: 
(Per capita fund allocation based upon 
tot al military personne l assigned) -
1. umber station personnel ________ __ 
2 . Personnel assigned to 
supported activit!es* -(*:'ilust be stations w1i'_c_h____,d,...o-riot __ _ 
maintain separate r ecreation 
funds·- ·-Attach statement listin 
stations and num er of m~ li~ar 
personne l assigned) 
3 . Total a s signed military 
ersonne1 (item 1 + 2) 
-----
4. Total a ount requested a s ed u on 
per ca ita rate of $ (Use current p~r capl~t~~a---r-. a-t~. ------
reported by BOP S ) 
~ncome prod~cing Progra~~:* 
(*Attach ite~ized list of estimated 
income and expenses for each program , 
utilizing accounts con tained in 
JAVSO P- 2460) 
1. -1otion ictures 
2. Bowling 
3. Golf 
4 . Hobb ern ts~ 
a . Automotive 
b. Boat Building 
c. Ceramics 
I NCOME EXPENSE 
$ o.oo 
$ 0 .00 0 . 00 
o.oo o. oo 
o. oo 0.00 
0.00 o. oo 
.. 
(Continuation of Budget Format) 
d. Electronics 
e. I.eather Craft 
f. ~odels 










1 0 . iding Stables 
11. Swimming Pool--Indoor 




TOTAL SECT! N B I NCOME & EXPENSES 
SECTION C 
---·-
Administrative & General Expenses:* 
(*Attach itemized list of estimated 
expenses for each category) 
1. Payroll--Administrative 
2. Payroll--Maintenance 









(Continuation of Budget Format) 




















F. GRAND TOTAL ALL INCOME & EXPENSES 
G. NET RESULTS FROM OPERATIONS 
(Dif~erence between total: Income & 
expenses; excludes estimated income 
from Navy Exchange profits) 











(Continuation of Budget Format) 
SECTION H 
Capital lmprovemen~; 
(Identify all desired installation, 
renovation and alteration projects 
including Navy Exchange facility 
Projects, support with separate 
detailed cost analysis and justifi-









TOTAL CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS 




period. The format does indicate the author's attitude and 
approach to the central budgeting and fund distribution 
theory . 
The recommended approach to a budget format acknow-
ledges that a t otal distr ibution of recreation funds based 
solely upon a per capita allm~ance would not be equitable . 
Notwithstanding the wide variations in the estimates of 
personnel supported, as indicated by the sample data con-
tain~d in Tabla 16, it is believed that a per capita fund 
allocation should be made for certain non-income producing 
programs. The per capita computat ion should be based upon 
the Bureau of Naval Personnel's official record of military 
personnel assigned. The per capita rate should be determined 
annually by the Chief of Naval Personnel based upon total 
estimated income. The per capita allowance would ensure 
tl1at all stations maintain a standard basic recreation program 
for all military personnel assigned. 
Additional funds should be allocated for the operation 
of additional recreation programs approved by the Chief of 
Naval Personnel. Theoreticall y, all additional programs 
would have required funding from the Chief of Naval Personnel 
(either appropriated or nonappropriated funds ) prior to their 
implementation. Once the Chief of Naval Personnel had 
approved the additional programs and facilities , he would be 




Total estimated income would be determined from Navy 
Exchange sales forecasts made by the Com.'Uanding Officer, 
Navy Ship's Store Office. 
In order to evaluate the appropriateness of estimated 
income and expenses for the various recreation programs, the 
Chief of aval Personnel would ave to establish standard 
income and cost figures based upon such criteria as size of 
facilities and number of personnel accommodated. 
Standurds or reco~~cnded procedures governing the use 
of supervisory personnel in the various recreation programs 
would have to be developed, i.e., military, civilians paid 
from appropriated funds, or civilians paid from nonappro-
priat.ed funds. 
Fees charged for the use of r creation facilities 
should be standardized for all stations. Data collected in 
response to questionnaire item B - 3 indicated that a wide 
variation exists among stations regarding the assessment of 
fees for the use of recreation facilities. Personnel 
assigned to small stations should not have to pay a fee for 
recreation activities which are available free or at a lower 
fee to personnel at large stations. Centralized budgeting 
and fund control would correct this inequity \'lhich now 
exists. 
After a station's operating budget had been approved 
by the Chief of Naval Personnel, one copy \ld th a fund 
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authorization statement would be returned to the station to 
be used as an operating guide. One copy would be forwarded 
to the centralized accounting activity. As noted earlier, 
the established reports include provisions for reporting 
planned receipts and expenditures, and the variations from 
actual amounts (Summary Operations Statement, Figure 4). 
Variations reported could be used by the station fund 
administrators to review the operation of their recreation 
program for possible problem areas. The Chief of Naval Per-
sonnel's review of t he variations in the actual income and 
expenditures from the approved budget amounts could be used 
to investigate particular station operations or adjust the 
planning figures as appropriate. 
Centralized budgeting and fund distribution by the 
Chief of Naval Personnel should encompass all funds available 
for Navy recreation programs, including those funds currently 
maintained by the Comntanding Officer, Navy Ship's Store 
Office for loans to station commanding officers for con-
struction and alteration to Navy Exchange facilities. As 
previously noted, repa~uent of these loans must be made from 
~avy Exchange profits. In addition, the fact that the Navy 
Ship's Store Office funds result f rom an excess of assess-
ments over administrative costs dictates that such ~xcesses 
should be returned to the net profit available for distri-
bution (see Table 2). 
• 
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Return of these excess assessment funds would 
naturally require a revised outlook on the part of the Chief 
of Naval Personnel concerning recreation fund allocations. 
The Navy Exchange facilities are as much a part of the 
morale, welfare, and recreation program as are such facili-
ties as swimming pools and bowling alleys. For some personnel, 
the Navy Exchange facilities may represent the only recreation 
fund sponsored activity that is utilized. Accordingly, each 
major project must be considered on its own merits and need 
when reviewed for funding by the Chief of Naval Personnel. 
Administrative procedures currently utilized for 
Enlisted Men's Club profits are considered adequate and 
recommended for continuation in the present form except that 
the Chief of Naval Personnel should control expenditure of 





~avy recreation funds originated in the early year 
of the United States Navy qhen ships' stores were established 
to overcome a general dissatisfaction with the "bumboat" 
peddlers who c~arged exorbitant prices for inferior merchan-
dise. From its early beginnings in t he 1800's, the shi s' 
store operation has grown to be a multi-million dollar 
resale operation which now contributes more t han thirty-five 
mil lion dollars annually to suoport welfare and recreation 
programs in the United States Navy. 
Through its years of growth and develo ment, the lavy 
recreation fund management system has evolved into a decen-
tralized system with t'l.vo top-management agencies--t.he Bureau 
of Naval Personnel and the Navy Ship's Store Office . The 
commanding officer of each station originally controlled the 
total amount of profit generated by his ship's store. 
During World liar II, the need arose for a central 
agency to settle the outstanding ships's store accounts for 
ships lost at sea. A central fund as established for this 
purpose under the cognizance of the Chief of Naval Personnel. 
A small asse sment based upon ship's stores sales was levied 
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by the Chief of Naval Personnel to provide an income for the 
Central Recreation Fund. With the decreased and eventual 
near-elimination of the financial demands on the Central 
Recreation Fund for settlement of outstanding accounts of 
ships lost at sea, the Central Recreation Fund resources were 
devoted to other uses. Loans and grants were made from the 
Central Recreation Fund to assist in the es.tablishment and 
development of recreation proqrams. Responsibility for pay-
ment for motion picture films for all ships and overseas 
stations has been assumed by the Central Recreation Fund. In 
addition, this fund now finances the cost of a central 
insurance program for all recreation activities in the Navy. 
The increased popularity and resultant growth of the 
ship's store system resulted in the establishment of a 
central management agency, the Navy Ship 1 s Store Office, in 
1946. To finance the cost of operation of this agency, 
another assessment was levied on ship's store sales . Since 
the total cost of operation had to be funded from this 
source of income , the assessment was established at a more-
than-sufficient rate. The excess of the assessment over the 
cost of operation was used to establish an improvement fund 
which is used to provide loans to stations for improvements 
and alterations to Navy Exchange fa~ilities. Repayment of 
these loans by the applicable stations results in a decrease 
in funds available for other recreation needs. 
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The result of the growth and development of the Navy 
recreation fund is that t1e Chief of Naval Per~onnel, who is 
charged by Navy Regulation~ with the responsibility for the 
overall administration of the Navy's morale, welfare , and 
recreation program, controls only a relatively small portion 
of the funds which support the program. Stations which are 
fortunate enough to realize large Navy Exchange gales because 
of a large number of dependents, transient military personnel 
and retired military personnel in the area, reap the benefits 
of these increased sales in the form of expanded recreation 
programs. Small stations which experience a low sales volume 
in their Navy Exchange are unable to finance a recreation 
program which might be considered a basic minimum program. 
A centralized accounting system which has been 
recently implemented has opened t he door to centralized 
distribution and control of Navy recreation funds . The road 
to i mproved management of Navy recreation funds has now been 
mapped . Completion of this move to centralized control is 
now in the hands of the Chief of Naval Personnel. 
CHAPTER VI 
CO CLUSIONS 
Centralized management of Navy recr ation funds will 
certainly result in more effective utilization of t he total 
recreation funds available in the Navy . The following 
improvements will result fro implementation of centralized 
budgeting and allocation of Navy recreation funds: 
1. Adequate basic recreation programs can be 
established at all stations, even though Navy Exc ange 
rofits at some stations may be inadequate to support a basic 
program. 
2. Recreation funds can be allocated to individual 
stations based upon approved program needs rather than 
station-generated profits. 
3. Patron charges for use of recreation facilities 
can be standardized at all stations. 
4. Considerable savings can be realized from the 
maintenance and operation of standard recreation programs 
and the elimination of any "pet rograms" which may have 
been implemented hy a station commanding officer or special 
services officer and later discontinued by his successor . 
5. Total recreation system fund requirements can be 
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determined by the Chief of Naval Personnel and used to 
establish realistic profit objectives for the Navy Exchange 
operation. 
6. Recreation facilities planning can be extended 
beyond the normal tour of a station commanding officer. 
Navy recreation fund distribution system based upon 
the overall needs of all stations will provide a greater 
amount of benefits to a larger number of personnel. Detailed 
operating budgets would provide the basis for a more 
equitable fund distribution as well as the establishment of 
meaningful profit objectives for the Navy Exchange system. 
The preparation of an operating budget by each station 
commanding officer will also provide an effective management 
tool for the administration of his recreation program. An 
effective analysis could be made of budgeted costs and actual 
costs, and necessary corrective action could be taken when 
appropriate. The centralized accounting system and its 
financial reports have already been designed to provide this 
analysis. 
The Chief of Naval Personnel should implement 
centralized management and control of Navy recreation funds 
as soon as feasible, and distribute funds based upon program 
needs rather than generated profit . More effective 
utilization of total available recreation funds will result 
from this management improvement measure. 
APPENDIX 
SPECIAL SERVICES QUESTIONNAIRE 
An unofficial study is being conducted of the manage-
ment of Navy Recreation funds. This study is being undertaken 
with the cooperation of Special Services Division , BuPers, 
and is part of a graduate school project by a student at the 
Navy Graduate Financial Management Program at Th~ George 
Washington University. It is independent of a more broad 
study currently beinq conducted by an official Navy study 
group . The results of this unofficial study will be made 
availab le to the Special Services Division of t he Bureau of 
Naval Personnel . 
It is requested that the enclosed questionnaire be 
completed with the best information readily available. 
Detailed research is not intended. Use best estimates where 
actual data is not readily available. 
Return of the completed questionnaire is requested 
within five working days of its receipt. Please use the 
special return envelo e provided . 
Identification of your activity may be entered on the 




SPECIAL SERVICES QUESTIONNAIRE* 
A. MANAGEMENT OF RECREATION FUNDS 
1. Indicate the rank, rate, or civil service grade of 
the Special Services Officer. 
2. Indicate the number of assistants assigned for overall 
administration of the Special Services program. 
Full time Part time 
----- ---
3. Indicate t he number of perRonnel employed in financial 
accounting functions. 
Civilian Full time Part time 
-
~ilitar Full time Part time 
4. Briefly describe the budget process utilized in 
management of the recreation funds (if none, so state}. 
5. Briefly describe the expenditure control procedure 
utilized. 
6. Indicate any decrease (or increase) in the number of 
man-hours required for the accounting function since 
the implementation of the central accounting system 
at BUPERS NA~AU in Brooklyn. 
7. Do the reports prepared by BUPERS NAFAU contain 
adequate information in an understandable form? 
8. Is the Detail Ledger easily understood? 
9. Do vou repare any additional financial reports 
locally? 
If "Yes," comment on need for these additional reports 
and return one copy of each type of report with this 
questionnaire. 
*A number of blank lines which were included on the 








Are the instructions contained in the accounting 
handbook (NAVSO P- 2460) adequate? 
Comment on the central accounting system. Include 
constructive criticism, suggestions for improvement, 
and any changes desired in current reports or 
additional reports desired . (Use reverse of t his 
s eet if additional space i s required). 
Comment on the Central Fund maintained by BUPERS for 
loans and grants for approved special projects. 
Comment on t he administration of EM Club profits by 
the Navy Ships' Store Office for use in pro,riding EM 
Club entertaifllilEmt and EM Club r ehabilitation. 
B. ADEQUACY OF RECREATION FUNDS 
1 . Indicate the annual total rece ipts into the Recreation 
Fund for the fiscal year ended 15 June 1967. 
a. •rom Navy Exchange profits 
b. From Special Services activitie s : 
ovies $ ____ _ 
Bmdi ng 
Golf 
Hob y Shops 
otal from Special Services 
activities 
c. From all other sources: 






$ ____ _ 
Total from all other sources $ ____ _ 
~ran Total of all ecei t~ $ ____ _ 
2. Indicate the number of personnel supported from your 
station recreation funds on June 15, 1967 (one day 
totals). --
a. Total number of military personnel permanently 
attached to station. 
b. Estimated number of military personnel from 
ot er ships or stations utilizing your station 
facilities · (explain briefly). 
c. Estimated number of transient military personnel 
utilizing your facilities (explain briefly). 
d. Estimated number of dependents and retired mi litary 
personnel utilizing your facilities (explain 
briefly). 
3. Indicate types of recreation activities maintained 
and amount of fee charaed for use of the facili t ies 


















(2) Wood work ing 
(3) Photography 
(4) El ectronics 




Yes No Fee 
4. Indicate the organized sports which ~re supported 
from recreation funds: 
5. In ic te additional programs or facil ities which 
woul aint ine if ad iti onal unds wer available. 
6 . ommen t on any aspect of t he m n ga~ent of N v 
r ecr ation unds not covered by t is questionnaire . 
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